A security solution protecting schools, staff and students with a virtual security guard for every camera.
Using technology to deliver a safer school

The responsibility of protecting students, faculty, staff and visitors of a school is an enormous undertaking.

School administrators and staff have enough work to do providing students with a quality learning environment. They should not have to worry about unwanted visitors, weapons or how an incident started or ended.

Aegis works with your existing camera system to provide proactive real-time alerts that will protect staff and students while reducing costs for forensic investigations. The only hardware required is a server for multiple cameras.

The Aegis suite includes the following applications:

Sentry is a facial recognition tool that operates ‘on the fly’ and issues alerts to designated school officials or police if anyone from the local sex offenders registry enters a school or if any suspended student, fired employee, known gang member or an affiliate enters a school. Each school can determine who Sentry is looking to identify.

Protector is a shape recognition tool that will alert school officials if any of the guns used in school shootings are recognized within the school – semi automatic and revolver handguns, pump shotguns and an AR 15 type rifle.

Mercury is a forensic search engine that searches unattended for specific people, shapes or items providing detailed time stamps and information for review. This will reduce legal fees, provide information quicker and determine outcomes more quickly.

Aegis does not store any video and views your video stream as it is captured.

Alerts happen in real-time and can be directed to selective staff for further verification.

For more information:
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